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    Introduction "The Veldt" by Ray Bradbury is a thought-provoking short story that explores the dangers of excessive technology and its impact on human relationships. Set in a futuristic world, the story depicts a family's dependence on their high-tech nursery, which eventually leads to their downfall. In this critical essay, I will examine the themes and messages in "The Veldt" and discuss its relevance to the millennial generation, with a personal perspective on the role of technology in our lives. The...
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    1.0 Introduction There are four generations by distinguishing their birth year: Baby Boomers (Born between 1946 - 1964), Gen X (Born between 1965 - 1980), Gen Y / Millennial (Born between 1981-1994), and Gen Z (Born between 1995 - 2010). In the workplace, these four generations will work together. While for different generations, they have different expectations, so different innovative methods are needed to engage, retain and attract them. In this assignment, we will focus on Baby Boomers, Gen X...
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    1 Introduction The world has been in constant demographic change and it's experiencing immense changes with the advancement in vast technologies and proliferation in communication tools, resulting in clear and more prominent differences between different age groups or generations (Belal, Nafei, Khanfar, & Kaifi, 2012). Over the last couple of years, there has been interaction between three very different generations inside the workplace, Generation X, Generation Y better known as millennials, and most currently Generation Z (Belal, Nafei, Khanfar, &...
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    The causes of the overpopulation can be put in different categories, which combined represent the cause of this destructive phenomena. One of these issues is represented by the early marriage. The origins of child marriage in India are deeply rooted into its historical and cultural background. Early marriages were made backwards societies in order to maximize the chances of survival of the children due the high rate of mortality. Therefore it was advantageous for the Indian people and also to...
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    Abstract Indonesian is the identity and identity of the Indonesian people. Indonesian plays an essential role in all aspects of life. Today is the millennial era, a time of increasing use and familiarity with communication, media, and digital technology. This has an impact on the development of Indonesian. The current situation is that the function of the Indonesian language has begun to be replaced or displaced by foreign languages and there is behavior that tends to slip international terms, even...
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    Religions have existed for as long as we know. But the most common misconception for the most part of it was that religion and spirituality go hand in hand; you can’t be spiritual, and not be religious. But how far is this true? It was the millennial generation that started speaking up on spirituality by itself. Perhaps there’s more to life and the universe than God? There have been tremendous lifestyle changes between gen x and the millenials, so it’s...
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    Introduction “There is a desire for change. There is a millennial generation that does not like what they're seeing, but doesn't quite know what the solution is” -Ken Moelis This report has been written to explore how the complexities, dynamics and uncertainties of the modern business environment impacts on the organisation of work and the contempered employment relationship. Specifically focusing on the relationship between a healthy psychological contract, employee resilience and engagement among millennial workers in the retail fashion industry....
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    Abstract Narcissism has been associated with cognitive wellbeing, career satisfaction and social media platform. The role of narcissism in health-risk and health-protective practices were investigated on 365 college understudies. Narcissism was decidedly prescient of liquor use, cannabis use, and unsafe driving practices. An aggregate of 224 workers from an open association has rounded out self-rating proportions of employment fulfilment, FFM attributes and a proportion of narcissism. Narcissism was emphatically related with FFM extraversion and receptiveness to experience. A sum of...
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